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Introductory Stateltent

The Center for Sobial Organization, of Schools has two primary.

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of how schoOls affect

their students, and to use this knowledge to develop better school

practices and organization.

The Center works through three programs to achieve its objectives.-

The Policy Studies in School Desegregation program applies the basic

theories of social organization of schools to study the internal

conditions of desegregated schools, the feasibility of alternative

desegregation policies, and the interrelation of school desegregation

with other equity issues such as housing and job desegregation. The

School Organization program is currently concerned .with authority-control

structures,' task structures, reward systems, and peer group processes

in schools. .rt has produced a large-scale study of the effects of

open scho1s, has developed the Teams-GaMes-Tournament (TGT) instructional'

process for teaching various subjects in elementary and secondary schools,

and has produbed
o
a computerized system for schoolwide'attendallee

'monitoring. The School Prqcess and Career Developmerit program is study-

ing transitions frOm high school to p'Ostsecondiry,Institutions and the,

role of schooling,in the development of career plans and the actualization

of labor market outcomes.

This report, prepared by the'Policy Studies in School Desegregation

program, examines the effects of a classroom team structure, Student

Teams-Achievement rlivisions, on racial integratic,*1 i

classrooms.
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This study investigates biracial learning teams and cross-racial
A

friendship and interaction in desegregated junior high schools. Subjects

were 424 seventliand" eighth grade Students; in twelve English classes
, P

ti

(White = 25f, Black = 164, Oriental = 4)., Each of five teachers taught

1 -2 exp- imental class and 1-2 control classes for ten weeks. Experi

men students studied class worksheets in 4-5 member biracial teams,

and received recognition basegAbn the sum of members' quiz scores' Control

,studentg'studied alone, and received individual, quiz scores only. Results

indicated that the experimental students increased from pre- o posttest

more than control students in the ,number of cross-racial friendship,

choices, made on a sotiOmetric instrument, and in, the percentage of cross=

racial choices over all choices. Behavioral observation Showed' that

)higher proportion Of'peer interactions were cross - racial in'ekperimental,

,lasses than in control. Thesetresults providefu t r support for the

use of multi-racial learning teams it4 desegregated classrooms.

1



In thepast few years, there has been increasing attention among
_.

.

educators :to the-prob,lem of, rage -.relations in integrated schools. This

attentionoiS ,eue to an ihcrease i'n :the number of, school distficts that

are desegregating,,their\schoOls on a broad scale, but also to th d s-.

m

covery that 'simply placing students offdifferent,races or ethnic'groups

in the same schooland "treating everyone alike"does not necessarily

lead to posftive'intergroup.relations (Dorr, 1972; Forehand and Ragosta,

.1976).

-However, in the past three to four years, there have-appeared

set of techniques that have 1;een'found to have positive effects on race

relatiOns 4111kntegrated schools. Thesemt hniques involve the use of

multi-racial learning teams--small gYoups of students of different races

who do school work together and are rewarded] at feast in part based on
p

-their group.perfosmance. These techniques rely on the general principle

that group cooperation increases mutual.attractiOn among group members

(Lott and Lott, 1965; Slavin,,in press a), and? are bSsed on Allport's

(!1954) prediction that equal-status,coopqrative interaction among

individuals of different races would breqk down prejudices between-them..
. -

The evidepce relating multi-racial learning team techniques t gains

in race relations is comparatively consistent. DeVries, Edwards, and

Slavin (in press) conducted four4studies evaluating.ITeams,- Games -Tour-

nament (TGT), a team technique'that uses academic games as weIJl as

4-
\
5 member, multi-racial learning trps: Tree of these'studi demon-

strated positive effectsof TGT on cross-racial attraction, and

fourth found punitive treatment effects"\on cross- racial,'helping.

(in press b) e- uated-a less complicaxed but similar treatment, Student

,

Teams -Achitve, Divisions (STA ), and found positive effects on cross-

co,
111



racial attraction. Aronson, Blaney, Sikes, Stephan, and Snapp (1975) used

a technique called "Jigsaw Teaching" to increase attraction among students

in tri-ethqc_ydlaSses (Black, Chicano, and Anglo), although a later study

failed to replicate these findings (Blaney, Stephan, Ros'enfield, Aronson,

and Sikes, 1977). Johnson and 'tphnson '(Note 1) found that students who

worked cooperatively rated their classmates of the opposite race more

highly as. friends than did students 'who worked independently, but not more

...than students who worked competively. Weigel-, Wiser, and'Cook (1975)

assessed the effects of a variety of cooperative learning experiences on

cross-racial attitudes, and found 'that, according to teachers' reports,

students in the cooperative treatment engaged in less cross7racial con-

flict than did students in a co 1 treatment condition. However, thi.s

study failed to lnd effects on oss-racial friendship choices.
4

While most of the studies that have investigated team learning

effects on race relations have been impressive in terms of their effect's,

many have suffered from methodological limitations. First,'of the three'

studies listed above that involved more than five dlasses, two (Blaney',

et al., and Weigel, et al.) failed to find effects on cross-racial attrac-

tion. The third (Aronson, et al.) found effects on general mutual attrac-

tion in multi-racial classes, but did not report specific effects on-

cross-racial, attraction. All of the other studies involved five elLI es

or fewer. While s'Mall sample size is not a flaw pet se, characteristics

of particular classes or teachers that are unrelated to experimental

manipulations may have a strong influence on many individual student

outcomes, particularly on variables such as race relations,,which are

likelyto- be influenced by teacher attitudes or personality, class

climate, or other"factors (Forehand and Ragosta, A976). Second, most
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of the studies have had different teachers.teaching experimental add'

control clasSes. In the Aronson et Blaney_et al. s;udies,_

teachers volunteered separately for the experimental! and control

groups. Again, teacher characteiistics may be,ouite importadt

in determining race relations in. the classroom. Allowing teachers to

volunteer for experimental ot control conditions instead of ,assigning

them randomly compounds this probleM by opening, the possibility that

°

teachers who would volunteer to use a team tiechnique would be

different"from teachers whi would volunteer for a control treatment.

A third methodological? limitation of_all of the studies cited
0

abcive is the exclusive use of self-report measures as dependent1 vari-

ables. This is a serious problem in studies in which students know that

they are participating. in a study focusing On race relations. Evet in

studies in which students were not aware that race relations were being

studied, such as the DeVries et al. studies on Teams-Games-Tournament,

the exclusive use of self-report measures calls into question the impor-

tance of the findings; are race relations really impbved or do students

just say theyare?

This study' investigates the effects of a multi - racial` t am lea

technique on race relations using an experimental design that avoids

methodological- pitfalls outlined above. The team technique used is

Student Teams-Achievement Divisions, Or STAD (Slavin, in press c). -STAD

was-chosen because of its relative simplicity,'its effects in previous

0
.

studies on academic achievement (Slavin and Wodarski, Note 2), and its.;

effects in a pilot study on cross- racial attraction (Slavin, in press b).

rj,2

Based on the previous. research, it is extected that students in classes
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. 4
using STAD will, *name a larger number- of their elas,smat-cs of other

. ...
.

\,J
mr.

i-

races as friends than will control studeflts;
---

b) same a larger prov6rtion1 *
_

of other race student's over all students' as friends thaR will control
#.4

students; and c), interact wiVh classmates of other races while engaged
1.

_ ._ -
both'ih apOropriate and inappropriate activities more than students in
-

control classes. Interaction between students when they are engaged in
. .

. . ,

,in. ppropriate (Off-tyk)ebehavior is a4aumed.to be a more rigorous totest
v

,

of css-racial attraction thanlis interactioh during on-task behavior-.
, _

1 ./ , ,,,.

i.The assi stu ents to biradial
e

teams n
s,

the experimental classes .

.

,

made,it very likely/hat a substantial portion o'f peer interaction daring

/

times when stitidentt were :behaving appropriately (peer tutorin ).would be
,.,

cv. J .. , cs
across reFe lines On the other hand, when tudegts are off-task (agOofing

off") they can bp interacting -with nyone in the class.

Ther4sign of this study, also 'permits assessment' cif a practically

and theoretically important question:: ar team tediniquesequally

p

effective in increasing the.cross-racial- attraction ofjgblack and white

students, or do they primarily change the:friendship-choice patterns of
-

one racial group. or the other? It is- expected that the eXperimental.

treatment will be eciaa1iyteffective with both.racial groups.

Method

Subjects. *The.subjects were 424. seventh. and eighth grade students.

One hundred aqdsixtT-four students 38:77) were black, 256 (60.4 were

white,-and four (0.9%) were oriental. The students were in twelve

English classes in twos inner-cfty Baltimore junior high schools. 'Five

teachers (one white male,-two black females, an4 two white fema).es)

administered the exp rimental and control treatments.
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Design. The study -employed a simple experimental- control group
, /

,
\

. 1

_design. Teachers volunteered to participate in the study, and were-
.

e ,\
, . \

asked to'commit either two.or fOur classes. The intact. classes' were
..

.-

I

then Tam:almly assigned within teacher to.experimehtal or control condi--

tions. Thus, four teachers eachtaught one . experimental an

j

class, whileka fifth taught two experimental and two control classes.

A total of 2-6 students (90 blacik,, or 39.8%; 136 white, or 60:2%) were

ate control

assigned to the experimental group, and 198 (74 black, or 37.4%;°120

white,, or 6046%; 4 oriental, r 2.0%).were assigned to the control group.
A

,

The experimental classes ranged from 19% to TO% minority, while the'con-

trol class-ea ranged Brom 17% to 60%.

All claSses. experienced a ten-week unit on grammar, punCtuation,

and English usage. Experimental, as welt as ,cnntrol classes followed a

regular weekly schedule of instructional( activities. This schedule,

involved a 21/2 period cycle,,Composed of about forty minutes of.aecture/

disCussion, forty miputes of worksheet workg and a tl,Tenty minute-quiz.
, .

-...1c .This cycple was repeated twice each yee , thus"filling all five dayi a-of

the instructional week. All classes received, the same instruction,
Jr;

ti
worksheets, and'quizzes. The treatment dilferid,only in the construction

of the student worksheet periods and in the uee okmade f student quiz scores

(see below). /

Students in neither treatment groop-flwere made aware that race' - :v-

;
relations -were tieing measured, and teachers weYe told that race relations

was only one of several-dependent varia0es being measured. Students

were also not told whether they were in experimental or control classes,

/
and teachera werk informed tha. e:,the experim n,were comparing two

) 4-
,interesting instructional methods, not experimentalor cOtrol treatmapts.
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, 401.
Treatments -

1.4'

_.--
1.. fitudent. Teams-Achievement Divisions (STAD). _

-

The experimental treatment was Student:reams-Achievement'Divfsions,treatment
e.. ,

or STAD. Students were assigged .tb 4-5 member-learning teams. Each

team represenr4 a cross - section 'of the class,' conpining a 'Aix of
I
high,

average, and low performing student, andb \t& ys an girls,and' blacks and
- .

whites. Teammates met forgo perkOds each week to help one another

study for the twice-weekly quizzes. During thrsitime, students were
I

P

encourage to tutor. one another, to quiz ore another on worksheet items,

and to otherwise"help each other learn the academic material. Following

these team pract,ce sessions, the students Were individually quizzed.

The quiz scores were summed to f rm a team score after transformation by

an "achievement division" ,system_ehat compbxes scores with those o-f-Other
1

students 6f simil6r pastperformpnce.' This achievement ivision system

provides students of all ability 1.(s with a substantial chance
. . ,-

contributing a maximuliNgumber of points to the team score.(See Slavin,

--

in press c). Each week, teachers Conpared'the scores earned by each

team and prepared class newsletters to announce the highest-scoring teams.

The STAB treatment is thus composeid of a cooperative task structure '(the
yy

(--

team Practice) and a cooperative reward structure (the team competition
4 / "1

2
for recognition),

/
2. 'Control.

As noted above, control students' followed the sameschedle of

instruction, studied the same worksheets, and took die ame quizzes as

the experimental student Howevdr, control-students were nor assigned
-+

',

to\teams'and did notpceive nev4'
.

sletters; jnstead, they worked indepea-
0

to\teams'
,

( ,..
4 o
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dently And had their qUizzes returned with the number correct marked on

them.

,

Measures ,) ,,40 !'ibt. N%. -, ,

J

m A C.
, .

e°,.

Two measurement strategies were employed t000ssess the treatment
. .

effectl on race relations:. so-d'ion trici,Lnstrudients and beAvOral"/
,

'

\

measures. 444_
.

' B iocometric qksure. A sociometri instrument wapvadministesed s
, .,

'°%, .-., . '
..

a pre- and post=measure. It consisted he queAtion, "Who are- your"

\ k,

friends- in this class?" Twenty -two .lines were p7
,

Ti,.,-on which stu-

. AL__

dents were instructed to put tirse And last names of stu ents,in their
.

.
- .

.

classes who were their frien The four oriental students w
.(

re excllude'd

,
k-J.

from this analyq s'e ts,hpcA hey-were all in, the same class; d.only,,

,

students who completedrboth pre-and pests were included. This pro-
.

..-----

cedure gave AlftotaL of 14 exper imental StudentA, and J45 contrOlstudents.
°(1 :- . .

. .....,--..,
.

,. '

Behavioral Observation. Beginning in the third week' of the project,

,- .
......._..--

behavioral observers obsei. rved eich class.ove per-week. _three observers
.

,were trained.ro,an interobserverreliabil- y of .90 to use a-Aimple

. c ,
rating system consisting of..live categories: (1) on=task, workinkihde-

%
-t

.:
, .

.

.pendently;" (2) dh-dSVe kiAgwith a peer;.(3) Off,task, , ladependeniPly;
41t ,

9 )

(4) offtasl1 iVeracting.witp a peer, and- (5) other (inc)udin g inter -'
---..

)
acting 14-L-trj taf_s dpi of seat, and no opportunity to be on- task).

. I

Observations were limited to times,when:students were working on work-

?r
I sheets and were Clearly expeCted to be on-task. During the on-task, workiftg

, . .

.
.

with a peer, and the off-task, interacting with a° peer intervals, the .

observers were instructed to note the race of each student' involved in

I .
the-iritefaction. The observers recorded thp beltairior of each stucThnt

ff
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\ :
in the class in sequence for five-second observation intervals, this

sweeping the class several times each period. After training;.seterat

',`reliability checks with each .obs'erver obtained a mean inter-observer

relNbility of .89.1,

Sociometric Measure

Results

a

The results_of the sociometric measure- were analyzed t.o answer

three questions., FirSt., were there differences between the experiment44

group and the control group in terms of the increase from pre- to post-
I

test i the number of cross:ractal friendship choices made by students?

This questioiv-is important as it indicates the degree to which cross-

racial,frienlkhips were increased by the experimental treatment: However,

this number could increase as a consequence of a general increase in

both within,race and cross-race friendship choiceS in the experimental
4

,
_..-1

Classes, a frequent finding in team research (Slavin, in press c; DeVries
//

and SlaviNNote3). Therefore, a second question was asked of the daft:

were there differences between the experimental anAlontrol groups in

terms Of the increase from pre- to posttest in the proportion of cross-
.

racial friendship choices over all-choices made? This question indicates

the degree to which race existed a barrier tot friendship in the dif-

ferent groups. The third question asked of the so iometric data concerned

possible interactions between race and treatment in effects on both the

number and praportion of crass-racial choices. In other words, were the

effects due primarily to'changes in cross-race friendship choices of one

race, or were the effects the same for blacks and, whites?

The sOtiometric data were analyzed by.means of two multiple regres-

4
siorl analyses. thejirS analySts, the dependent variable wns the

kJ
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number of cross-race choices macre on the posttest. The independent

variables were treatment (experimental or control), race (black or white),

and the trfiatment ,x race interaction, and cross-race choices made oh the
. .

pretest served as-a covariate. The incremental R
2
.due toreach of-these

.factors was'tsted for statistical significance (see. Kerlinget and Fed-

--11AZAIT 19734-- The enalys15:J9X__Proportiop of cross -race choices was

cone in the same fashion, except that the dependent variable was the

proportion of cross-race choices over all choi9.es made on the posttest,

and-the covariate was the proportion of cross-race choices over all

choices made on the'pretest.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 About Here

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the'vesults of the sociometric analyses.

Statistically significant treatmenE effects were found both for number

of cross-race friendship choices (F(1,292) = 14.61, p4.001) and for the

proportion of cross-race choices (F(1,292) = 11.70, p..001). As iffdi-

/

cated in Tai?le 1, the differences'in both cases are due to greater in-

creases from pre- to posttest in the experimental group than in the

control group. Thus, the hypotheses concerning the effects of the ex-

perimental treatments on cross-race friendship-choices were confirmed.

No significant differences were found due to race or to the race x treat-

ment interaction.

One additional question asked of the sociometric data was whether

the experimental treatments were equally effective in classes with varying

percentages of minority students. The percent minority in class x treat-

ment interaction was significant neither for the number of cross-race
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choices (F(1,289) = n.s.) nor for the proportiOn of cross-race

?!choices (F(1,289) = 2.03, n.s.). However, there was a tendency for the

treatment effects to be more pronounced when the percent of minority

students, in the class was high or low than when the class wps raciall

balanced_

Behavioral Observation. The results of the behavioral observations were

also
V

analyzed to answer three questions. First, were there differences

between the experimental and control classes in the proportion of cross-

racial interactions over all peer interactions during times when students

were on-task? This measure is primarily ,an indication of the degree of

cross-racial peer tutoring (as opposed to within-racial tutoring). The

second question concerned the differences between experimental' and con-

trol classes in the proportion of cross-racial interactions, over all peer

;interactions during times when students were off-task. The third question

addressed treatment effects on total cross-racial peer interaction over

all interaction.

All three of the questions addressed by the behavioral observation

were analyzed using a 2 x 2 contingency table, with factors treatment

and within-race vs. cross -race interaction. A chi square corrected for

continuity was computed for each analysis. The results are summarized

in Tables 3 and 4.

Insert Tables 3 and 4 About Here

The tables show that there was a higher proportion of cross-race

interaction in the experimental classes than in the control _classes,
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I
2 ;

both during 'times when students were, on -'task (X (1) -= 7.21, 13:..01) and

,2
when they were off-taA (A. (1) = 8.55, 134.01). T4e chi square for

total cross-race interaction is also significant (y,
2
(1) -7 31.60, p'-=,.001).

As expected, cross-race interaction was very high in the experimental

classes during times when,students,were on -task, representing 51.570 of '

',1*. interactions, as comparedto 34.2% in the control classes. .However,

cross -race peer interaction remained high during times when, students

were not on'-task, making up 38.9% of all interactions, as compared with

27.4% in the control classes. Overall, 46.8% of all peer interactions

were between students of different races in the experimental group, as

opposed to 29.0% in the control group.

Discussion

The, results may be summarized as follows. As predicted, the experi-

mental students increased more than the control, students from pre- to post-
;

test both in the number of friends they named of the other rac6 and in the

props Lion of cross-race ch.oices made over all friendship choices. The

effects of the experimental treatments on cross-racial attraction were not

significantly related to the percentage of minority students in the class.

One way to understand the significance of these findings is to con-

sider them in relation to the proportion of cross:racial choices that

would have been expected had race not been a criterion for friendship

choice. This is computed as the number of cross-race choices 1.2 x (# of

, whites) (Ii of blacks-)1 over the number of possible within-race choices

1.(# of whites - 1) (Ii of whites) + (# of blacks - 1) (# of blacks) plus

the possible cross-race choices.

1.;
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,.

Averaging the class-by-class expedted2coss-race percentages, it was-
.

,f

found that the experimental classes would have been expected to make

'42.47 cross-race choices if4race were not a criterion for friendship,

and, the control classes would have made 40.1,%.

These expected percentages eut the changes brought about by the

treatments into clearer focus. The expetimental classes increased from

76.3% of their expected cross-race choices to 88.4%, whilefthe contral

classes declined from; 77.3% to 64.3% of their expected choices. 'thus,
o.

I

the experimental Classes/approached a friendship choice pattern that

would have beer anticipated in a truly color-blind society, wh le the

control group moved in the opposite direction. The percentages also-

show that the experimental group's 51.5% cross-race peer int raction$

when students were on-task were actually more th-a- would, be expected by

chance, 116.% of the rand6mly expected pattern, and their off-task inter-.

actions were 92-.2% of that figure.

This study lends substantial support to the proposi that multi-

racial learning teams can improve race relations in desegregated schools

by increasing cross-race attraction. The results are unlikely to be due

1 am

to teacher characteristics or selection bias, as each teacher taught one

experimental and one control class. All of the experimental classes in-

creased more than their corresponding,iControl classes either in number

or'in proportion of cross -race chdices; in the one case There the experi-

mental classaincreased less than the control class in the proportion of

cross-ethnic choices, the expprimental class had started at a high level

4111

of crossarace attraction. It is also unlikely that the effects are due

to 1 "Hawthorne effect," as both experimental and control students, as



~well-'asteacheerseretold that both treatments, were "experimental:"

-Teacher expectations may have caused some portion of the changes in

student's behaviors, but it is unlikely, that this had,a major impact on

the results, as race relations outcomes were mentioned o the teachers

as only one of many poSsible outcomes.

This study further validates the use of team.tecitivies in desegre-

gated cl,assrooms,bydotumenting actual cross-race interaction by means of

behavioral'observ.ation.' The behavioral observation results also lend

'support to a-rather obvious' explanation for the effect of multi - racial

teams on race relattonsY acial teams increase cross-race contact.

rcause we know that interpersonal contact is associated with mutual at-

traction (Lott and Lott%_,1965), it is logical that \increasing cross-race

contact will in turn increase tross-race liking. In fact, the reason

that cooperative reward systems increase mutual liking (Slavin, in press a)

m'ay be that coopeeatinn simply increases positive contact among group

members. This is a'distinction that is more interesting for theory than

4tot"".p.rac 401,;bniis.one that is in need of exolnrtion.

be answered. First, we still do not

behavior outstuu oi class is influenced by parti-

1 team class. As a practical matter, it may be

enough to do all we can to Make the school environment as )conducive as

possible tc), positive 'race relations, and then let students' behavior after

school take care of itself. However, it winuld be quite interesting to

,know how much a team expeNfence affects opt-of-school interaction patterns

and longstanding friendships.

Second, it may be time to'evaluate a multi-racial team approach that

r
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does, not rely on team competition. As Weigel (t al. -(1975) point out,

team
/

competition reduces out-group likXg as it increases in-group liking
)

.
-,..._

A non - competitive treatment might allow for still greater gains in mutual

attraction. 'However, a non-competitive team -technique would have to be

carefully designed. Team competition was used in this study as an inex-
,

pensive, easy to implement, and easily comprehensible means of making team

success important to students, a vital component of an team pogram.

However, this could have been accomplished non-competitively/ty having'

11;4-a reward for all tea that achieved somepre-establishea.level of perfor-

mance.

Along the same lines, we now need Io develop and.evaluate multi-

racial team techniques that can be used for longer periods of time and

more hours per day.. If we wish.tohaVe strong and lasting effects on

students' patterns of, interactions and iendships, we cannot expect:a

ten-week program for eighty minutes'per week to -do the jOb. At this,...)

if "-

point, it seems justifiable to deVelop and evaluate iti-racial team

techniques as replacements for, rather than supplements to, traditional

classroom practice. Ther#is no practical reason that this should not

'a

be done. Team techniques have never been shown to impair the other impor-

tant school outcomes, such as academic achievement; in fact, most have had

significantly positive effects on achievement (DeVries and Slavin, Note 3;

. Lucker, Rosenfield, Sikes, and Aronson, 1976; Slavin and Wodarski, Note 2).

They are typically simple and inexpensive to implement. The evidence found`

in this study and others indicates that by using cooperative learniikg teams

in classrooms, we can improve the classroom experience for all children,

and at the\same time increase tie kind of cross-racial attraction that is

crucial if we are to have a truly in'egrated society.

3
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Table,1

Sociometric Measures

Within-Race

Cr6ss-Race (%)

,Mean Nu bers of Friendkhip 'Choices
r

ControL ( = 45) ,Experimental n=149)

Post-

6.62 6.60

2.56 (25.8) 3.14 (32.2) 3.92)(37.3)

Pre

t3,62
0 ,

2.97 (31.0)

Post Pre

7.37

9

Table, 2

F Ratios for Numbers and
Prul)ortions of Cross-Race Friendship

Number of cross -race
choices

Proportion of cross-race
choices

Treatments (-Race T x'R

14.61 ** 2.72

11.70*** 3.44 < 1

*** p < .001



Table 3 ,

Behavioral Observatioon

f f

1

. PEER INTERACTION WHILE ON-TASK

GOntrOl

, 0 .- .

Number ,Within-Race 48 . 334
of /

Occurreoces Cross-Race (')''f'
"

Experimental '

--25 "(34.2

PEER INTERACTION WHILE OFF-TASK

'77

355 (515)

Control Experimental

Within-Racei 180 251
\f)

.irrenc Cross-Race U.) 68 .(27.4) 160 (38.9)

4v

,Table

Chi Squares for Prop 4t,pn of Ceoss-Race Interactions
Over Ali InteraCtions #^

On-task

Off-task'

Tdtal

Chi Square (d.f.=1)

7.22

8.51

31.60

.01

;01

'.00l

s.
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